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    Product Name :
  Solar Energy Air Conditioner

  Product Code :
  EQUP-UE-SAC0004

 

 

  Description :

Solar Energy Air Conditioner

Technical Specification :

Dual power supply:Air Conditioner works directly with 2 powers ( solar panel power + electricity power). The
change between 2 powers happened automatic and seamless depend in solar strength.
Built-in software has a tracking function to make sure MAX solar DC output power can be used for the air
conditioner.
Green energy products with high seer efficiency.
Convenient and quick installation, no longer require solar controller , battery and inverter;
Solar air conditioner is actually a dual-fuel air conditioner. It uses free solar energy as the energy source for the
absorption chiller on sunny days, and uses natural gas for supplemental combustion on rainy days and at night.
One of its very important features is that the stronger the solar radiation, the stronger the cooling capacity of the
air conditioner. The use of solar air conditioner is very economical, because it uses free sunlight, so the
operating cost is extremely low, and users can enjoy the air conditioner almost luxuriously. Regardless of winter
and summer, solar air conditioner can not only provide users with free cold air, but also hot air. When the sun is
insufficient or the stored energy is exhausted, the machine will automatically switch to the grid, and when the sun
is sufficient, it will switch to using sunlight as energy. All switching tasks are automatically completed, and the
user does not need to do it.It is the terminator of energy-saving indicators, the solver of power shortage, the gold
mine of wealth on the roof, and the environmentally friendly new energy air conditioner that is perfectly
integrated with the building.
Customized size and specification as per your drawing or sample. We Solar Energy Air Conditioner suppliers
UAE Dubai, can make the Solar Energy Air Conditioner as per your request, specification, size and bulk quality
Dubai.
Solar Energy Air Conditioner Suppliers UAE, Exporters Dubai
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